
Express Trusts



Creation of Express Trusts

• Express trust is created when the settlor 
expresses the intention to create a trust with 
respect to the trust property.



Private Express Trust

1) Elements:
(1) Settlor must intend to make a gift in trust 

(language includes I give this in trust, etc.)
(2) Trusts can be created orally but limited by 

statute of wills and statute of frauds
(3) Trust that affects real property needs to be 

in writing.
(4) Trusts that administer for over a year must 

be in writing.



Determining Intent 

In order to determine intent, courts consider 
specific terms used, the definiteness/indefiniteness 
of the property, the ease or difficulty in ascertaining 
trust purposes in terms (vague, specific, etc.), 
financial situation and dependencies of the parties, 
settlor’s prior conduct/relationships with possible 
trust beneficiaries, personal fiduciary relationships 
between the transferor and transferee, other 
disposition the transferor made of his wealth, and 
whether the resulting construance of the 
disposition would likely be desirable to the person 
in the position of the transferor.



Language Issues

Ambiguous language – someone needs to determine 
whether it was a gift or trust.

Precatory trusts – if a donor transfers property to a donee
using language that it’s a hope or wish, the gift can be 
considered a precatory trust.
• (i) Must contain specific instructions to the fiduciary
• (ii) Must be shown that without the imposition of the 

trust there would be an unnatural disposition of the 
donor’s property because of familial relations or a 
history of support between the donor and the 
intended beneficiary.



Trust Property (Res)

(1) A valid trust must contain some kind of 
property that was owned by the settlor at the 
creation of the trust and was transferred to the 
trust or trustee. Any property will suffice to fund 
a trust. A mere expectancy doesn’t suffice.

(2) Exception – pour over gift

(3) Must be identifiable with reasonable 
certainty and segregated



Trust Purpose

Any purpose that is not illegal, restricted by 
statute or rule of law or against public policy will 
be a valid purpose.



Ascertainable Beneficiaries

(1) Ascertainable if they’re named or if there’s other indicators that make 
them sufficiently ascertainable.
(2) Settlor can look to acts of independence significance to identify 
beneficiaries.
(3) Under the Uniform Trust Code, a trustee can select a beneficiary from an 
indefinite class unless the trustee must distribute equally to all members of 
the class.
(4) Unborn children exception

(a) trusts for the benefits of unborn children are valid even though 
the beneficiaries are not ascertainable at the time the trust was 
created.

(5) Class gift exception
(a) a trust to a reasonably definitely class of people is valid

(6) Charitable trust exception
(a) do not need ascertainable beneficiaries; only private trusts 
require ascertainable beneficiaries.



Intervivos Trusts

Created during the lifetime of the settlor



Pour-Over trust

Created either prior to or contemporaneous with the 
execution of a will and it’s a provision in a will that says 
the distribution of property passes according to the terms 
of the trust. It has to be created for the purposes of the 
incorporation by reference doctrine. If the trust and the 
will are both revoked the pour over trust is also revoked. 
If the trust is revoked, then the pour over provision has to 
fail because there’s nothing pour over into.

Ex. T executes a will and intervivos trust. The will provides 
that on T’s death, assets of the estate pour over into the 
trust. 



Pour-Over Trust

Under the uniform probate code, a 
testamentary bequest to the trustee of an inter 
vivos trust is valid if the trust is in writing, is 
identified in the testator’s will, and the trust 
instrument was executed before or 
contemporaneously with the will. The bequest 
will still be valid even if it was revocable and the 
later amendment modifies the disposition under 
the trust.



Totten Trust

Where a grantor keeps money in a bank account 
as a trustee for a named beneficiary. During the 
grantor’s lifetime, he maintains total control 
over the account to make deposits and 
withdrawals. 

TOTTEN trusts are freely revocable and can be 
revoked at any time by the settlor or by will. 



Other types of Trusts

• Life Insurance Trust
(a) Make the trust or trustee the beneficiary of the life insurance policy. They’re unfunded at 
the time of the creation but upon the death of the insured, the insurance proceeds goes to 
the trust.

• Testamentary Trusts (created by will)
(a) Must be in writing and have to conform to the statute of wills. If they don’t meet the 
requirements of a will, you’ll either get a constructive trust or a resulting trust, depending 
on whether it’s a secret or semi-secret trust.

• Secret Trust  
(a) It’s not a testamentary trust, it looks like a testamentary gift, the beneficiary can bring in 
extrinsic evidence to show it was supposed to be a trust and they’ll set up a constructive 
trust for the benefit of the intended beneficiary to prevent unjust enrichment of the secret 
trustee.

• Semi-Secret Trust
(a)Not testamentary trusts. Occurs when a gift is directed in a will to be held in trust but fails 
to name a beneficiary or a trust purpose in which case a resulting trust occurs held in trust 
for the testator’s heirs.

Modern trend (restatement view) imposes a constructive trust for the benefit of the intended 
beneficiaries in both secret and semi-secret trusts.



Charitable Trusts 

1) Must have a stated charitable purpose and it must be for the benefit 
of the public at large or an indefinite group of people.
2) Neither the settlor nor a potential beneficiary has standing to 
challenge a charitable trust; only the state attorney general has that 
power. 
3) If it fails, it can still be found to be a private express trust.
4) Charitable Purpose

a) Relief of poverty
b) Advancement of education/religion
c) Promotion of good health
d) Government/Municipal purpos
e) Any purpose designed to serve the community as a whole



Charitable Trusts

Benevolent Trust
• Not a charitable trust unless the purpose falls 

within one of the charitable purposes. But courts 
liberally construe trusts as charitable trusts.

Indefinite Trusts
• Charitable trusts must apply to a  broad group

NO RAP as long as the future interest is held by 
another charitable organization.



Cy Pres

a) If the charity that was given the trust no longer 
exists, the court must determine the settlor’s 
original intent and select a new charity that is near 
as possible reflects the purpose of original trust.

b) Inefficiency is not enough to invoke cy pres – it 
has to be impossible to perform.

c) Uniform Trust Code and Restatement presume a 
general charitable purpose and allow the 
application of cy pres even if the settlor’s intent 
isn’t known.


